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SCHEME SUMMARY
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Updated: July 2022
INTRODUCTION

In an effort to brand our interiors on the OSU Stillwater campus as well as aid in small renovations on campus, the following document outlines the specifications for four (4) interior finish standard palettes created by Oklahoma State University’s Long Range Facilities Planning. These palettes are intended for use on small renovations and may be used for guidance on capital projects overseen by FM CCS under $4 million. Larger capital projects (over $4m) will reference our Design Guidelines document also found on the Long Range Facilities Planning website.

All carpet included in this document can be purchased through OSU’s established carpet contract re: OSUA&M-RFP-001152-2022.

Prior to any final installation, we strongly encourage mock-up of carpet tile and luxury vinyl tile (LVT) to ensure proper installation direction and to address any manufacture defects prior to final installation.

Please note the following points when considering selections for your project.

  a) Many finishes do not cross over successfully to other palettes due to variation in tone, value, and pattern. We kindly request for exceptions to be presented to LRFP for consideration.
  b) We are not mandating that all buildings transition into these schemes. The schemes are intended to guide our project managers in small interior renovations and when transitioning older buildings into a more current branded aesthetic.

CONTACT

For questions on exceptions or other inquiries, please contact

Long Range Facilities Planning
505 Scott Hall
Stillwater, OK 74078
405-744-1062
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Palette #1: Loyal & True Scheme
“Warm Palette”
Attributes:
  • Warm undertones.
  • Pops of orange in architectural finishes.
  • Incorporates OSU Bone.

A. INTERIOR PAINT

FIELD PAINT COLOR | PT-02
MFR: Sherwin Williams
Color: SW 7015 Repose Gray

FIELD PAINT COLOR | PT-01
MFR: Oklahoma State University FM
Color: “OSU Bone”
ACCENT PAINT COLOR | PT-03
MFR: Sherwin Williams
Color: SW 7643 Pussywillow

ACCENT PAINT COLOR | PT-04
MFR: Sherwin Williams
Color: SW 7018 Dovetail

ACCENT PAINT COLOR | PT-05
MFR: Sherwin Williams
Color: SW 6886 Invigorate
FRAME PAINT COLOR | PT-06
MFR: Sherwin Williams
Color: SW 7019 Gauntlet Gray
Paired with RB-01 & TS-01

CEILING PAINT COLOR | PT-13
MFR: Sherwin Williams
Color: SW 7004 Snowbound
B. FLOORING

CARPET | CPT-1A

MFR: Patcraft
Pattern: Charcoal I0574
Color: Umber 00700
Tile Size: 24” x 24”
TARR: 3.5

Recommended Application:
Moderate Traffic (Offices, Conference Rooms)
CARPET | CPT-1B

MFR: Patcraft

Pattern: Color Pop I0381

Color: Retro Pop 00650

Tile Size: 24” x 24”

TARR: 3.0

Recommended Application:

Heavy Traffic (Conference Rooms, Lecture Halls)
CARPET | CPT-1C

MFR: Patcraft

Pattern: Transverse I0520

Color: Cornice 00175

Tile Size: 24” x 24”

TARR: 3.0

Recommended Application:

Heavy Traffic (Conference Rooms, Lecture Halls)

Ashlar Installation

Quarter Turn Installation
CARPET | CPT-1D

MFR: Patcraft

Pattern: Graphite 10575

Color: Umber 00700

Tile Size: 24” x 24”

TARR: 3.5

Recommended Application:
Severe Traffic (Corridors)
CARPET | CPT-1E

MFR: Patcraft

Pattern: Moving I0536

Color: Stroll 00540

Tile Size: 24” x 24”

TARR: 3.5

Recommended Application:
Walk-Off Carpet (Entries/Exits)

Ashlar Installation

Quarter Turn Installation
LUXURY VINYL TILE | LVT-01

MFR: Tarkett

Pattern: #EFC Crafted Plank

Color: Mirabeck Oak #2124

Tile Size: 6” x 48”

Wear Layer: 30 mil
LUXURY VINYL TILE | LVT-02

MFR: Tarkett

Pattern: #EUS Urban Stone

Color: Millstone #2102

Tile Size: 18” x 18”, 36” x 36”, 12” x 36”

Wear Layer: 30 mil
LUXURY VINYL TILE | LVT-03

MFR: Tarkett

Pattern: #EFC Crafted Plank

Color: Oak Grove #2122

Tile Size: 6” x 48”

Wear Layer: 30 mil

Herringbone Installation

Plank Installation
VINYL COMPOSITION TILE | VCT-01

MFR: Armstrong Flooring

Pattern: Premium Excelon Raffia Stream

Color: Dust 55927

Tile Size: 12” x 24”

Wear Layer: 1/8 in
VINYL COMPOSITION TILE | VCT-02

MFR: Armstrong Flooring

Pattern: Standard Excelon Imperial Texture

Color: Pewter 51908

Tile Size: 12” x 12”

Wear Layer: 1/8 in, 3/32 in
VINYL COMPOSITION TILE | VCT-03

MFR: Armstrong Flooring

Pattern: Standard Excelon Imperial Texture

Color: Silk 59234

Tile Size: 12” x 12”

Wear Layer: 1/8 in, 3/32 in
c. ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS

WALL BASE | RB-01

TRANSITION STRIP | TS-01

MFR: Roppe

Color: 114 Lunar Dust

Paired with PT-06

CORNER GUARDS | CG-01

MFR: Koroseal

Color: White Corn

Paired with PT-01

CORNER GUARDS | CG-02

MFR: Koroseal

Color: Relaxed Grey

Paired with PT-02
Palette #2: Alma Mater Scheme

“Executive Palette”

Attributes:
- Warm undertones.
- No orange in architectural finishes.
  - Opportunity for orange in FF&E.
- Incorporates OSU Bone.

A. INTERIOR PAINT

FIELD PAINT COLOR | PT-02

MFR: Sherwin Williams
Color: SW 7015 Repose Gray

FIELD PAINT COLOR | PT-01

MFR: Oklahoma State University FM
Color: “OSU Bone”
ACCENT PAINT COLOR | PT-03
MFR: Sherwin Williams
Color: SW 7643 Pussywillow

ACCENT PAINT COLOR | PT-04
MFR: Sherwin Williams
Color: SW 7018 Dovetail

ACCENT PAINT COLOR | PT-05
MFR: Sherwin Williams
Color: SW 6886 Invigorate
FRAME PAINT COLOR | PT-07

MFR: Sherwin Williams
Color: SW 7674 Peppercorn
Paired with RB-02 & TS-02

CEILING PAINT COLOR | PT-13

MFR: Sherwin Williams
Color: SW 7004 Snowbound
B. FLOORING

CARPET | CPT-2A

MFR: Milliken

Pattern: Offbeat

Color: OFB79-218 Divergence

Tile Size: 20” x 20”

TARR: 3.5

Recommended Application:

Moderate Traffic (Offices, Conference Rooms)
CARPET | CPT-2B

MFR: Milliken

Pattern: Viewfinder

Color: VF217 Vignette

Tile Size: 20” x 20”

TARR: 3.5

Recommended Application:

Heavy Traffic (Conference Rooms, Lecture Halls)
CARPET | CPT-2C

MFR: Milliken

Pattern: Panoramic

Color: PA117 Vignette

Tile Size: 20” x 20”

TARR: 3.5

Recommended Application:

Heavy Traffic (Conference Rooms, Lecture Halls)
CARPET | CPT-2D

MFR: J+J Flooring

Pattern: Problem Solved

Color: Duct Tape

Tile Size: 24” x 24”

TARR: 3.5

Recommended Application:

Severe Traffic (Corridors)
CARPET | CPT-2E

MFR: J+J Flooring

Pattern: Pinhole

Color: PH417 Vignette

Tile Size: 24” x 24”

TARR: 3.0

Recommended Application:

Heavy Traffic (Conference Rooms, Lecture Halls)
CARPET | CPT-2F

MFR: Patcraft

Pattern: Access I0533

Color: Trek 00590

Tile Size: 24” x 24”

TARR:

Recommended Application:

Walk-Off Carpet
LUXURY VINYL TILE | LVT-03

MFR: Tarkett
Pattern: #EFC Crafted Plank
Color: Oak Grove #2122
Tile Size: 6” x 48”
Wear Layer: 30 mil
LUXURY VINYL TILE | LVT-02

MFR: Tarkett

Pattern: #EUS Urban Stone

Color: Millstone #2102

Tile Size: 18” x 18”, 12” x 36”

Wear Layer: 30 mil

Random Installation, 18” x 18”

Vertical Ashlar Installation, 12” x 36”
VINYL COMPOSITION TILE | VCT-01

MFR: Armstrong Flooring

Pattern: Premium Excelon Raffia Stream

Color: Dust 55927

Tile Size: 12” x 24”

Wear Layer: 1/8 in
VINYL COMPOSITION TILE | VCT-02

MFR: Armstrong Flooring

Pattern: Standard Excelon Imperial Texture

Color: Pewter 51908

Tile Size: 12” x 12”

Wear Layer: 1/8 in, 3/32 in
VINYL COMPOSITION TILE | VCT-03

MFR: Armstrong Flooring

Pattern: Standard Excelon Imperial Texture

Color: Silk 59234

Tile Size: 12” x 12”

Wear Layer: 1/8 in, 3/32 in
c. ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS

WALL BASE | RB-02

TRANSITION STRIP | TS-02

MFR: Roppe

Color: 123 Charcoal

Paired With PT-07

CORNER GUARDS | CG-01

MFR: Koroseal

Color: White Corn

Paired with PT-01

CORNER GUARDS | CG-02

MFR: Koroseal

Color: Relaxed Grey

Paired with PT-02
Palette #3: Orange Power Scheme

“Bold Palette”

Attributes:

- Cool undertones.
- Bold pops of orange in architectural finishes.

A. INTERIOR PAINT

FIELD PAINT COLOR | PT-02

MFR: Sherwin Williams

Color: SW 7015 Repose Gray
ACCENT PAINT COLOR | PT-08
MFR: Sherwin Williams
Color: SW 7650 Ellie Gray

ACCENT PAINT COLOR | PT-09
MFR: Sherwin Williams
Color: SW 7655 Stamped Concrete

ACCENT PAINT COLOR | PT-10
MFR: Sherwin Williams
Color: SW 6884 Obstinate Orange
FRAME PAINT COLOR | PT-07
MFR: Sherwin Williams
Color: SW 7674 Peppercorn
Paired with RB-02 & TS-02

CEILING PAINT COLOR | PT-13
MFR: Sherwin Williams
Color: SW 7004 Snowbound
B. FLOORING

CARPET | CPT-3A

MFR: Mohawk Group

Pattern: Hem

Color: Skinny 955

Tile Size: 24” x 24”

TARR: 3.5

Recommended Application:

Moderate Traffic (Staff/Admin Offices)
CARPET | CPT-3B

MFR: Mohawk Group

Pattern: Selvedge

Color: Skinny 955

Tile Size: 24” x 24”

TARR: 3.5

Recommended Application:

Moderate Traffic (Staff/Admin Offices)
CARPET | CPT-3C

MFR: Mohawk Group

Pattern: Jean

Color: Skinny 955

Tile Size: 24” x 24”

TARR: 3.5

Recommended Application:
Severe Traffic (Corridors)
CARPET | CPT-3D
MFR: Patcraft
Pattern: Paseo I0316
Color: Obsidian 00595
Tile Size: 24” x 24”
TARR: 4.0
Recommended Application:
Walk-Off Carpet
LUXURY VINYL TILE | LVT-02

MFR: Tarkett

Pattern: #EUS Urban Stone

Color: Millstone #2102

Tile Size: 18” x 18”, 12” x 36”

Wear Layer: 30 mil
LUXURY VINYL TILE | LVT-06

MFR: Tarkett

Pattern: #EUS Urban Stone

Color: Gatehouse #2100

Tile Size: 18” x 18”, 12” x 36”

Wear Layer: 30 mil

Random Installation, 18” x 18”

Vertical Ashlar Installation, 12” x 36”
LUXURY VINYL TILE | LVT-05

MFR: Tarkett

Pattern: #ECF Crafted Plank

Color: Aragon #2119

Tile Size: 6” x 48”

Wear Layer: 30 mil
VINYL COMPOSITION TILE | VCT-04

MFR: Armstrong Flooring

Pattern: Premium Excelon Raffia Stream

Color: Thunderstorm 55922

Tile Size: 12” x 24”

Wear Layer: 1/8 in
VINYL COMPOSITION TILE | VCT-05

MFR: Armstrong Flooring

Pattern: Premium Excelon Raffia Stream

Color: Dark Sky 55923

Tile Size: 12” x 24”

Wear Layer: 1/8 in
VINYL COMPOSITION TILE | VCT-02

MFR: Armstrong Flooring

Pattern: Standard Excelon Imperial Texture

Color: Pewter 51908

Tile Size: 12” x 12”

Wear Layer: 1/8 in, 3/32 in
VINYL COMPOSITION TILE | VCT-03

MFR: Armstrong Flooring

Pattern: Standard Excelon Imperial Texture

Color: Silk 59234

Tile Size: 12” x 12”

Wear Layer: 1/8 in, 3/32 in
C. ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS

WALL BASE | RB-02

TRANSITION STRIP | TS-02

MFR: Roppe

Color: 123 Charcoal

Paired with PT-07

---

CORNER GUARDS | CG-02

MFR: Koroseal

Color: Relaxed Grey

Paired with PT-02
Palette #4: Pistol Pete Scheme
“Cool Palette”
Attributes:
- Cool undertones.
- Bold pops of orange in architectural finishes.
- Options to incorporate OSU Bone.

A. INTERIOR PAINT
FIELD PAINT COLOR | PT-02
MFR: Sherwin Williams
Color: SW 7015 Repose Gray

FIELD PAINT COLOR | PT-01
MFR: Oklahoma State University FM
Color: “OSU Bone”
**ACCENT PAINT COLOR | PT-03**

MFR: Sherwin Williams

**Color: SW 7643 Pussywillow**

Paired with PT-01 in this Scheme ONLY.

---

**ACCENT PAINT COLOR | PT-04**

MFR: Sherwin Williams

**Color: SW 7018 Dovetail**

Paired with PT-01 in this Scheme ONLY.

---

**ACCENT PAINT COLOR | PT-05**

MFR: Sherwin Williams

**Color: SW 6886 Invigorate**

Paired with PT-01 in this Scheme ONLY.
ACCENT PAINT COLOR | PT-11
MFR: Sherwin Williams
Color: SW 7066 Gray Matters
Paired with PT-02 in this Scheme ONLY.

ACCENT PAINT COLOR | PT-12
MFR: Sherwin Williams
Color: SW 7067 Cityscape
Paired with PT-02 in this Scheme ONLY.
FRAME PAINT COLOR | PT-07
MFR: Sherwin Williams
Color: SW Peppercorn
Paired with RB-02 & TS-02

CEILING PAINT COLOR | PT-13
MFR: Sherwin Williams
Color: SW 7004 Snowbound
B. FLOORING

CARPET | CPT-4A

MFR: Milliken
Pattern: Freehand
Color: Accent, OSU Pantone Custom
Tile Size: 19” x 19”
TARR: 3.0
Recommended Application:
Moderate Traffic (Staff/Admin Offices)
Heavy Traffic (Conference Rooms, Lecture Halls)

CARPET | CPT-4B

MFR: Milliken
Pattern: Inscription
Color: Accent, OSU Pantone Custom
Tile Size: 19” x 19”
TARR: 3.0
Recommended Application:
Moderate Traffic (Staff/Admin Offices)
Heavy Traffic (Conference Rooms, Lecture Halls)
CARPET | CPT-4C

MFR: Patcraft

Pattern: Cube & Colour 10426

Color: Tangerine 00650

Tile Size: 24” x 24”

TARR: 3.5

Recommended Application:

Severe Traffic (Corridors)
CARPET | CPT-4D

MFR: Patcraft

Pattern: Realize I0489

Color: At Ease 00500

Tile Size: 24” x 24”

TARR: 3.0

Recommended Application:

Heavy Traffic (Conference Rooms, Lecture Halls)
CARPET | CPT-4E

MFR: Patcraft

Pattern: Possible I0490

Color: At Ease 00500

Tile Size: 24” x 24”

TARR: 3.0

Recommended Application:

Heavy Traffic (Conference Rooms, Lecture Halls)
CARPET | CPT-4F

MFR: Patcraft

Pattern: Achieve I0491

Color: At Ease 00500

Tile Size: 24” x 24”

TARR: 3.0

Recommended Application:

Heavy Traffic (Conference Rooms, Lecture Halls)
CARPET | CPT-4G

MFR: Patcraft

Pattern: Access I0533

Color: Trek 00590

Tile Size: 24” x 24”

TARR: 3.5

Recommended Application:

Walk-Off Carpet

Ashlar Installation

Quarter Turn Installation
LUXURY VINYL TILE | LVT-02

MFR: Tarkett

Pattern: #EUS Urban Stone

Color: Millstone #2102

Tile Size: 18” x 18”, 12” x 36”

Wear Layer: 30 mil
LUXURY VINYL TILE | LVT-06

MFR: Tarkett

Pattern: #EUS Urban Stone

Color: Gatehouse #2100

Tile Size: 18” x 18”, 12” x 36”

Wear Layer: 30 mil
LUXURY VINYL TILE | LVT-05

MFR: Tarkett
Pattern: #ECF Crafted Plank
Color: Aragon #2119
Tile Size: 6” x 48”
Wear Layer: 30 mil

Herringbone Installation

Unidirectional Installation
VINYL COMPOSITION TILE | VCT-06

MFR: Armstrong Flooring

Pattern: Premium Excelon Raffia Stream

Color: Rain 55901

Tile Size: 12” x 24”

Wear Layer: 1/8 in
VINYL COMPOSITION TILE | VCT-07

MFR: Armstrong Flooring

Pattern: Standard Excelon Imperial Texture

Color: Sterling 51904

Tile Size: 12” x 12”

Wear Layer: 1/8 in, 3/32 in
VINYL COMPOSITION TILE | VCT-03

MFR: Armstrong Flooring

Pattern: Standard Excelon Imperial Texture

Color: Silk 59234

Tile Size: 12” x 12”

Wear Layer: 1/8 in, 3/32 in
VINYL COMPOSITION TILE | VCT-08

MFR: Armstrong Flooring

Pattern: Standard Excelon Imperial Texture

Color: Charcoal 51915

Tile Size: 12” x 12”

Wear Layer: 1/8 in, 3/32 in
C. ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS

WALL BASE | RB-02

TRANSITION STRIP | TS-02

MFR: Roppe

Color: 123 Charcoal

Paired with PT-07

CORNER GUARD | CG-01

MFR: Koroseal

Color: White Corn

Paired with PT-01

CORNER GUARD | CG-02

MFR: Koroseal

Color: Relaxed Grey

Paired with PT-02